Regularity of the horizon radius rg of a collapsing body constrains a limiting form of a spherically-symmetric energy-momentum tensor near it. Its non-zero limit belongs to one of four classes that are distinguished only by two signs. As a result, close to rg the geometry can always be described by either an ingoing or outgoing Vaidya metric with increasing or decreasing mass. If according to a distant outside observer the trapped regions form in finite time, then the Einstein equations imply violation of the null energy condition. In this case the horizon radius and its rate of change determine the metric in its vicinity, and the hypersurface r = rg(t) is timelike during both the expansion and contraction of the trapped region. We present the implications of these results for the firewall paradox and discuss arguments that the required violation of the null energy condition is incompatible with the standard analysis of black hole evaporation.
Regularity of the horizon radius rg of a collapsing body constrains a limiting form of a spherically-symmetric energy-momentum tensor near it. Its non-zero limit belongs to one of four classes that are distinguished only by two signs. As a result, close to rg the geometry can always be described by either an ingoing or outgoing Vaidya metric with increasing or decreasing mass. If according to a distant outside observer the trapped regions form in finite time, then the Einstein equations imply violation of the null energy condition. In this case the horizon radius and its rate of change determine the metric in its vicinity, and the hypersurface r = rg(t) is timelike during both the expansion and contraction of the trapped region. We present the implications of these results for the firewall paradox and discuss arguments that the required violation of the null energy condition is incompatible with the standard analysis of black hole evaporation.
Astrophysical black holes (ABH) [1] [2] [3] -massive compact dark objects -are commonly found in the observable Universe. Accretion discs and gravitational waves probe their exterior geometry up to distances r 2M , where M is the gravitational mass. Current data is consistent with having the Schwarzschild or Kerr-Newman solutions of classical general relativity (GR) as asymptotic final states of the collapse [2] [3] [4] . Nevertheless, the questions of if, how and when ABH develop any of the horizons and/or singularities that are predicted by GR [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is still open [2, 3] .
Quantum effects [1, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] add additional complexity. Event horizons may become optional [4, 9, 10] and the notion of a black hole (BH) is then tied with one of the locally or quasi-locally defined surfaces, such as an apparent horizon [11, 12] . Hawking radiation accompanies the formation and evolution of black holes [13] . Its explicit form was originally obtained on the background of eternal black holes that are the vacuum solutions of GR [1, 6] . Later it was shown that this phenomenon does not require formation of an event or even of an apparent horizon [4, 10, 14] . If the radiation is not terminated when the collapsing object reaches some macroscopic scale or becomes a Planck-scale remnant [15] the picture of an ABH as being in a permanent state of asymptotic approach to horizon formation becomes untenable, as the object itself disappears in a finite time. Hawking radiation violates all energy conditions and thus provides additional possibilities both for having singularity-free objects with or without trapped regions, as well as naked singularities [3, 15] .
Hawking-like radiation makes the timing of horizon formation crucial for both the logical consistency and the observational relevance of the models that predict this quantum effect. If its emission requires a horizon, then the radiation is physically relevant only if such a horizon is formed in finite time t of a distant observer (Bob). If emission starts before horizons are formed, then we have to inquire whether an observer that is co-moving with the collapsing matter (Alice) will cross any of the horizons in her finite proper time, if this crossing happens in Bob's finite time, and if this is consistent with the evaporation time of the candidate BH.
Given that there are several related horizon definitions that are based on bounding the region of negative expansion of the outgoing null geodesics emanating from a spacelike compact two-dimensional surface with spherical topology, the definition of a physical BH (and thus the question of their very existence) is somewhat fuzzy. Hence we use the term "black hole" to designate any massive dense object that contains a trapped spacetime region, regardless of presence of a suitably defined event horizon. For our purposes such a BH exists if a trapped region is formed in a finite time t S of Bob that precedes the evaporation time t E . We assume validity of semiclassical gravity [14, 16] , use the concepts of GR, and describe dynamics via the Einstein equations where the standard curvature terms are equated to the expectation value of the renormalized stress-energy tensor. It represents the entire matter content of the model: both the collapsing matter and the created excitations of the quantum fields are included. This cumulative representation allows a self-consistent study of the dynamics without having recourse to the usual iterative calculations of the backreaction [8] .
We shall restrict our considerations to spherical symmetry. The most general spherically symmetric metric in (z, r) coordinates, where z is either the Schwarzschild time t or the advanced or retarded null coordinate u ± , is
The function f is coordinate-independent [17, 18] , i.e., f (t, r) = f + (u + (t, r), r), etc., and we can decompose it as
The functions h and h ± play the role of integrating factors [18] that turn, e.g., the expression
into the exact differential, provided that the coordinate transformation exists.
In an asymptotically flat spacetime h → 0 and f → 1 as r → ∞, and t is the physical time of a stationary Bob at spacelike infinity. In the Schwarzschild spacetime C = 2M , and the coordinates u ± are the retarded u − ≡ u := t − r * and advanced u + ≡ v := t + r * Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, where r * is the tortoise coordinate.
On the other hand, having h → 0 and f → 1 − r 2 /R H , where R H = 1/H Λ is the Hubble radius, asymptotically describes a flat de Sitter space or a closed de Sitter space in static coordinates [19] . An explicit example of a gravitationally bound system in an expanding homogenous and isotropic universe is furnished by the McVittie metrics [20] , where late-time exponential expansion results in a de SitterSchwarzschild BH.
Regions of non-positive expansion of outward pointing future-directed null radial geodesics (in asymptotically flat spacetimes) exist only if the equation f (z, r) = 0 has a root [12, 18] . This root (or, if there are several, the largest one) is the Schwarzschild horizon radius r g (z). Our first assumption is existence of r g (t) for some period of time beginning at t S < ∞. If the spacetime is not asymptotically flat we assume the separation of scales. In the de Sitter space example above, having stationary Bob's radial coordinate satisfy r g ≪ r ≪ R H , i.e., positioning him far outside the horizon radius and well inside the Hubble radius, puts him into an effectively flat region where t is the physical time.
Regularity of the hypersurface r = r g is the standard assumption in the semiclassical theory [1, 2, 7] . Ricci and Kretschmann scalars have been used in investigations of BH evaporation without an event horizon [21] . We choose two scalars that are expressed directly in terms of the energymomentum tensor T µν , namely its trace T := T µ µ ≡ R/8π, where R is the Ricci curvature scalar, and the square T := T µν T νµ . Our second assumption is that these scalars may have arbitrary but finite values, |T (z, r g )| < ∞ and |T(z, r g )| < ∞.
Finite curvature does not imply that the functions h and C in a particular coordinate system are finite. However, from the definition of r g it follows that
where x := r − r g (t) and W (t, x) < x for x > 0. Derivatives of W can diverge on the approach to x = 0, but only moderately so as to ensure its continuity. The Einstein equations that determine the functions h and C are
The metric of Eq. (1) entails T θ θ ≡ T φ φ . The trace and the square scalars of the energy-momentum tensor are
For future convenience we introduce τ t := e −2h T tt , τ r := T rr and τ r t := e −h T r t . The component T θ θ is finite at r g -this intuitive property follows from the consistency of the Einstein equations (Supplementary Material, Sec. A). Then the regularity of T and T at the Schwarzschild sphere implies that either the three limits of τ t , τ r and τ r t are jointly zero as r → r g , approaching it at least as fast as f (t, r), or they satisfy
so the divergences in Eqs. (9) and (10) cancel out (Supplementary Material, Sec. A). The sign of Ξ is not constrained by the regularity considerations. We consider in detail the case Ξ(t) = 0, as it is both more general and consistent with the existing explicit calculations of T µν [1, 6, 22] . Supplementary Material, Sec. A provides the details, as well as the analysis of the case Ξ = 0 that leads to the same qualitative conclusions. Close to r g Eq. (6) becomes
which has real solutions that satisfy W (t, 0) = 0 and W < x only if Ξ = −Υ 2 < 0 for some Υ(t) > 0. We will see below this implies violation of the null energy condition (NEC) [5, 23] . This is consistent with the well-known result that a trapped surface cannot be "visible" from future null infinity I + unless a weak energy condition is violated [1, 5] . However, here it is a local result that is valid even if I + is not defined.
Provided T µν does not contain additional (milder) singular terms, the leading part of the solution is
and it coincides with the leading part of the solution of the exact Einstein equation (6) . In terms of a 2 := 16πΥ 2 r 3 g , the mass function becomes
Substitution into Eq. (8) leads to
where the additional terms depend on the exact form of τ t and τ r , and we absorbed a pure function of time into the re-defined time variable.
The flux sign is determined by equating the two expressions for ∂ t C(t, r). One expression is Eq. (7),
where the limit of the omitted terms is zero, and it is matched with the singular part of the partial derivative over t of C(t, r) that is given by Eq. (14) . As a resulṫ
A direct calculation (Supplementary Material, Sec. A) confirms that the scalars R = R µ µ and R = R µν R µν are indeed finite, as well as the Kretschmann scalar K = R µνλρ R µνλρ . The case of all three components being −Υ 2 is consistent with the limiting value of the renormalized stress-energy tensor for Unruh vacuum on the background of an eternal black hole (in that case h ≡ 0) [22] .
The transformations to (u ± , r) coordinates, when they exist, are based on Eq. (4). The transformations and the resulting Einstein equations for both signs of τ r t are derived in Supplementary Material, Sec. B.
In the case τ r t = +Υ 2 the metric looks particularly simple in the coordinates (u − , r). Both functions C − and h − are regular at r g = r − , and up to higher order the terms in r − r − (u − ) are
i.e., the metric has the form of an outgoing Vaidya metric with increasing mass function. Similarly, in the case τ r t = −Υ 2 close to the horizon
This form of the metric -ingoing Vaidya with decreasing mass -agrees with the near-horizon form of the metric of an evaporating BH [6] . The limiting form of the (tr) block of T µν is
where s = ±1 and the second expression is written in the orthonormal frame. For Ξ = −Υ 2 and s = ±1 the NEC is violated; Tâbkâkb < 0 for a radial null vector kâ = (1, s, 0, 0). Using the metric in (u ± , r) coordinates we see that the Schwarzschild sphere is the outer boundary of spherically symmetric marginally trapped surfaces. Unlike models of collapse that satisfy energy conditions, the finite-time Schwarzschild sphere is timelike during both its growth and shrinking. Indeed, in the growth phase we parameterize it as a hypersurface Φ(x) = r − r − (u − ) = 0. Then the normal n µ ∝ ∂ µ Φ satisfies n µ n µ ∝ 2dr − /du − > 0, and thus the surface is timelike. The same can be observed by finding that k 2 < 0, where k = (1, r ′ − , 0, 0, ) is the tangent vector to the hypersurface r = r g . During evaporation r ′ + < 0, the parametrization Φ(x) = r − r + (u + ) = 0 leads to ∂ µ Φ∂ µ Φ = −2dr + /du + > 0. When the energy density is given by Ξ = Υ 2 > 0, the Schwarzschild sphere forms only "beyond the end of time". Taking s = −1, a formal transformation to the (u − , r) coordinates gives
Their solutions are regular (Supplementary Information, Sec. B), Table 1 . In these coordinates existence of a horizon radius r ± is compatible with positive energy density. However, since violation of the energy conditions is a coordinate-independent property, there is no transformation between (u ± , r) coordinates to (t, r) coordinates when Ξ > 0. Indeed, when such a transformation is constructed (Supplementary Material, Sec. C), it results in complex-valued functions t(u ± , r).
If a trapped region appears at finite time t S of Bob, it can be maintained only if the total matter content outside it violates the NEC and thus all energy conditions. This must hold regardless of presence or absence of the Hawking-type radiation that is observable by Bob. As a result, the question of existence of a BH (that we take to be an ABH with a trapped region inside, with or without singularities) becomes the question of the possibility to maintain the required violation of the energy conditions [23, 24] for a sufficient amount of time.
The quantum energy inequalities (QEI) necessarily invoke the time averages, as there are no explicit restrictions on spatial averages [25] . We assume that the lifetime of the evaporating BH is predicted by the usual analysis [1, 7] , i.e., by ∆t E ∝ M 3 0 , where M 0 is the gravitational mass at the appearance of the Schwarzschild sphere.
The rigorous answer can be obtained by adapting the inequalities bounding violation of the NEC [24, 26] to the relevant near-horizon metrics. We illustrate the process by exploiting the analogy between a static observer near an event horizon and a uniformly accelerated observer in Minkowski spacetime. Ref [26] established a QEI for an observer moving with uniform acceleration w µ on the trajectory γ that is parameterized by the proper time τ in Minkowski spacetime (or a spacetime that can be mapped to Minkowski under a precise set of conditions). Then for any Hadamard state ω and a smooth function f(τ ) of compact support, ∞ −∞ f 2 (τ )dτ = 1, the negativity of the energy-momentum expectation value is bounded by
We apply this bound to stationary observer Ewe in the vicinity of the Schwarzschild sphere of a slowly evaporating BH (see Supplementary Material, Sec. D for the details). In (u + , r) coordinates the metric is given by Eq. (19) and Υ ∼ |r 
For Ewe at rest close to the Schwarzschild sphere the fouracceleration w µ diverges with her position moving to r + . The leading term in the inverse power of x = r − r + is
Assuming that for a macroscopic BH the long enough time τ 0 is still short on the evaporation scale (the precise estimate is given in Supplementary Material, Sec. D), and approximating the sampling function f 2 by a box of the width τ 0 , we obtain
where A is independent of x and C + . It is satisfied sufficiently close to the Schwarzschild sphere and lies in a deep sub-Planckian regime for a macroscopic BH. On the other hand, the limiting form of T µν was obtained under a much less restrictive condition x ≪ r g . Moreover, calculations that include backreaction of the Hawking radiation energymomentum tensor on the geometry lead to Eq. (19) as the leading correction valid for the distances that are comparable with r g [6] . Hence the above estimate can indicate either that the required negative energy density for having a Schwarzschild sphere at finite time t S cannot be maintained, or the Vaidya approximation of Eq. (19) to the near horizon geometry is valid in a much narrower regime than previously thought. The latter may be another indication that the semiclassical approximation and the associated classical notions are modified already at the horizon or larger scales. If the singularity forms at some finite t, a version of the information loss problem may be posited [4, 7] . The firewall paradox plays a prominent role among its numerous aspects. Our analysis clarifies what the "no-drama at the horizon" postulate that is used in its derivation actually means. So long as near the Schwarzschild sphere the curvature remains finite, the resulting average energy density as perceived by the infalling Alice is negative, Eq. (20) . Hence she does not see the vacuum, which is one of the elements of the chain of arguments at least in some versions of the firewall paradox [7] . Moreover, if the flux of energetic particles is desired to disentangle the early and late modes of emitted radiation, it has to not only avoid being a universal disentangler (forbidden by unitarity) [27] , but also be weak enough so as to not destroy the horizon while being energetic enough for the erasure of information (at or above the Landauer bound) [28] . This is a highly non-trivial requirement. Indeed, such a burst may still be inefficient in destroying the correlations while causing the renormalized energy density T 00 to diverge to positive infinity in the energy pulse [29] .
We demonstrated that having a trapped region appear in finite time from the perspective of a distant observer not only leads to the violation of energy conditions but, together with the requirement of regularity of its boundary, determines the limiting form of the total energy-momentum tensor and the metric near the Schwarzschild sphere. Having a physicallymotivated classification of the energy-momentum tensor near r g and the explicit expression for the metric there opens a path for resolving the controversies that surround the thin shell models of collapse [30] .
Several problems present themselves as the logical extension of this work: (i) existence of the trapped regions at finite t with axial symmetry; (ii) rigorous derivation of the QEI for the resulting geometries and study of their implications on BH existence; (iii) investigation of the Schwarzschild radius, energy conditions and metric in alternative theories of gravity; (iv) finding possible observational differences with the black holes of GR, particularly via quasi-normal modes.
Appendix A. Metric near rg(t) for different limiting forms of the energy-momentum tensor First we note two useful relations. The Ricci scalar is explicitly given by
A useful relation follows from the conservation of energy-momentum. Using
that is valid for arbitrary symmetric tensors, where ς = − det g, and the Einstein equations in the spherically-symmetric case, we get a conservation law
The requirement |T | < ∞ and the assumption that T θ θ is finite at the Schwarzschild radius imply that either both τ r and τ t go to zero as f α , α ≥ 1 when r → r g or the difference between the two is of that order, i.e.,
This ensures that the limit
is finite. Consider first the case of Ξ(t) = 0. Then the requirement |T| < ∞, as expressed by Eq. (10) leads to
Close to r g the Einstein equation (6) becomes
Substitution x := r − r g (t) leads to
The solution should satisfy W (t, 0) = 0 and W (t, x) < x for x > 0. This equation has real solutions only if Ξ < 0, which we write as Ξ = −Υ 2 . However, only one solution satisfies the requirement W < x. It is given by the Lambert function W −1 and for small x yields
where we restrict our solution to the leading terms since the omitted higher-order terms depend on the exact form of the stressenergy component and modify the approximate equation above. Hence the mass function is given by
Substituting in (8) we obtain
whose leading terms are
A pure function of t can be absorbed into the re-defined time variable.
Comparison of the two divergent expressions involving flux close to r g relate the limiting value Υ and the rate of change of the Schwarzschild radius. We compare the Einstein equation (7),
with the partial derivative of the mass function C over t of Eq. (14) or Eq. (38) ,
where . . . stands for the terms whose limits are finite when r → r g . As a resulṫ
and the sign of the flux at r g determines whether the Schwarzschild radius increases or decreases. Using these functions we can calculate the three curvature scalars. We illustrate this for the Ricci scalar. Expanding it in powers of x we find three potentially divergent terms,
Due to Eq. (43) the coefficients in all three terms are identically zero. Explicit inclusion of the regular terms in C and h (with arbitrary coefficients) does not lead to additional singular terms in R. Similarly, in the expansion of K = R µνλρ R µνλρ and R = R µν R µν all the coefficients of inverse powers of x are zero due to Eq. (43).
The case Ξ = 0
Here we discuss the case where the limits in Eq. (11) approach 0. Continuity of T and T does not impose any additional restrictions on their behaviour; we summarize this situation as
for some k, l, m ≥ 1, where a priori there is no relationship between the functions A, B and L.
Consider first the simplest case k = 1. For regular functions we have to take into account the next term in the expansion of the τ t and other components in r − r g . Hence close to r g Eq. (6) implies
where
where the requirement W < x = r − r g for x > 0 leads to the inequality
If the inequality is strict, i.e., 8πAr 2 g < 1, then the function h either diverges at least logarithmically due to
or is regular if A = −B. Matching the two expressions for ∂ t C at r = r g requires
This identity can be satisfied only if h diverges logarithmically with a coefficient µ = −1 while m = 1. Hence
We find that R and R are finite at r g if an additional condition
is satisfied, relating A and L.
On the other hand, if 8πAr
). In this case ∂ t C 0 = 0. The function h either diverges at least as 1/x due to
or is regular if A = −B. Since exp(1/x) diverges faster then any inverse power of x, the identity
can be satisfied only if A = −B (thus getting a finite finite h) and m ≥ 1. Nevertheless, the Ricci scalar diverges, unless both ∂ t C 0 and ∂ 2 t C 0 are zero. Hence this case is excluded as not compatible with evolution of the Schwarzschild radius. As a result, the simplest case of Ξ = 0 is given by k = l = m = 1, and
In this case the (tr) block of the energy-momentum tensor in the orthonormal frame is
where B(A) and L(A) and the bound on A are given in Eq. (56). Using these relationships we find that both for positive and negative A the NEC is violated (Tâbkâkb < 0) with the incoming radial null geodesic kâ = (1, −1, 0, 0).
Regularity of T θ θ
If we assume that T θ θ diverges at r g finiteness of T and T requires that it has the asymptotic form Ω/f . Then the regularity conditions become
Taking Ξ and Ψ is independent variables, we find
The Einstein equation (6) does not change; the solution is
where Ξ = −Υ 2 Ξ . However, Eq. (7) becomes
Its solution is
Hence on the one hand
and it can be matched with
Hence Ω = 0 and T Using the standard procedure for solving a first order linear PDE [1, 2] , we set the characteristic system of ordinary differential equations
When it is unambiguous we use ψ = ψ ∓ (u ∓ , r), z = u ± , and C = C ∓ to simplify the notation. Two independent equations can be selected by choosing, e.g., z as the independent variable. Then the characteristic curves are given by r = r(z, K 1 ) and ψ = ψ(z, K 1 , K 2 ), where K 1 and K 2 are constants. The general solution then implicitly given by
where F (y) is an arbitrary function of a single argument and K 1 , K 2 are expressed as functions of z, r and ψ. Since we are interested in ψ solely in its capacity as an integrating factor, we take the simplest form of ψ that is compatible with Eq. (106). We select two independent equations and use the coordinate x = r − C(z) to obtain the system
where the upper sign corresponds to z = u − . To illustrate the key points it is enough to consider early stages of the evolution after formation of the Schwarzschild sphere. In both cases the mass as a linear function of z,
where β > 0 is a constant and C 0 is the BH mass on the appearance of the Schwarzschild sphere. The evaporating case is described in (u − , r) coordinates, and the case of growing BH mass is described in (u + , r) coordinates. We also consider only regions that are close to the Schwarzschild radius, x ≪ C. The terms βzC 0 and x are of the same order of magnitude, and we can keep only the first order expression when expanding the denominator of Eq. (107). Consider first the outgoing Vaidya metric. Solving Eq. (107) we obtain (in the leading order)
Substituting x(u − ) into Eq. (108) and integrating we find K 2 = ψ − + ln e K1/C0 + βC 0 e u−/C0 .
For the ingoing Vaidya metric Eq. (107) gives
and K 2 = ψ + − u + /C 0 + ln βC 0 + e (u+−K1)/C0 .
We see that ψ ± (u ± ) must be complex-valued as expected for complex C and h in the case of Ξ = Υ 2 . On the other hand, the case of Ξ = −Υ 2 and positive incoming flux results in a real-valued transformation that connects two coordinate representations of the same physical situation.
A stationary observer Ewe at r = const has a four-velocity u µ = (1/ √ f , 0, 0, 0) and the four-acceleration
Close to the Schwarzschild radius+, where r = C + x with x ≪ C, it is
where we assumed C ′ + = −α/C 2 + . Using the Einstein equation (94) we find that close to the Schwarzschild radius the energy-momentum tensor satisfies
and thus the energy density observed by Ewe is
where we used f ≈ x/C + . We expect Eq. (24) to be applicable if it is possible to have τ 0 long enough, i.e.,
that is still short enough on the evaporation scale,
where C 0 = C + (0) is the Schwarzschild radius at the moment of its appearance (or at the end of the growth stage), and dτ = √ f dv. Approximating C + ≈ C 0 we find
resulting in
that can be satisfied for a macroscopic BH. Approximating the sampling function f 2 by a box of width τ 0 we obtain the inequality
that bounds the width of the negative energy density region as 
